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The ion current collected by a probe in a magnetized plasma is sensitive to the angle between its
surface and the flow streamlines. This intuitive concept is the basis of the Gundestrup probe, a polar
array of planar collectors mounted around an insulating housing. Probe theory for measuring flows
has been developed on two fronts: Recent kinetic and fluid models, reviewed here, give similar
predictions for the collected current within the range of applicability of the model assumptions. A
comparison with measurements by a rotating Mach probe in the CASTOR tokamak~Czech
Academy of Sciences Torus! @J. Stöckel, J. Badalec, I. Dˇ uran et al., Plasma Phys. Controlled
Fusion,41, 577 ~1999!# highlights the role of magnetization in ion collection at grazing angles of
incidence between the probe surface and the magnetic field lines. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1344560#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Main ion flow in the scrape-off layer is both the cau
and the symptom of many tokamak edge phenomena. Pla
flow patterns are linked to the spatial distribution of rec
cling neutrals, and are expected to play a role in impu
control.1 Convection competes with heat conduction in t
power balance of recycling and detached discharg2

Tritium-rich carbon flakes that form preferentially on the i
board divertor louvres of JET~the Joint European Torus3!
may be a result of poloidal flow in the scrape-off laye4

Ion–neutral flow differential gives rise to friction that ca
dominate over volume recombination in the detachm
process.5 Electric and ¹B drifts, along with their self-
consistent radial and poloidal electric fields, are though
be responsible for density asymmetries between the s

*Paper JI1 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.45, 185 ~2000!.
†Invited speaker.
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points.6 Both the parallel and perpendicular components
the flow must be measured. It is insufficient, for example,
measure the parallel flow alone to conclude the existenc
flow reversal out of the divertor.E3B drifts can easily coun-
teract parallel flow due to the low pitch angle of the magne
field lines, so parallel flow reversal may not necessarily i
ply total poloidal flow reversal.7

Probes are used to measure flow in many fusion rese
machines. Convincing consistency between measu
changes of radial electric field and poloidal flows have be
made in many tokamaks.8–16 A simple technique is to use
Gundestrup probe17 that consists of multiple conducting pin
mounted around an insulating cylindrical housing@Fig. 1~a!#
in order to measure the polar diagram of ion saturat
current. Another approach was recently adopted15 in the
CASTOR tokamak~Czech Academy of Sciences Torus18!
using a rotating Mach probe consisting of two back-to-ba
flat plates, separated by an insulator@Fig. 1~b!#. Continuous
ion current distributions allow a detailed comparison w
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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the models, and should help to evaluate whether ther
some physics still missing from them. The basic philosop
of flow measurement with probes is to insert a solid bo
into the plasma and generate a local perturbation of the b
ground flow field. Modeling provides the link between th
measured ion current distribution and the unperturbed
flow speed. If flow is present then one intuitively expects
measure larger ion current on the side of the probe that fa
upstream than on the side that faces downstream into
probe wake. After brief reviews of a kinetic model19 ~Sec. II!
and a fluid model20 ~Sec. III!, the theoretical predictions wil
be compared with the CASTOR data in Sec. IV. The sen
tivity of the fitted Mach numbers to angular misalignment
the probe will be analyzed in Sec. V.

II. KINETIC MODEL

A two-dimensional~2D! kinetic code called ‘‘GUNDY’’
has been developed to solve the ion motion in the wake
cylindrical probe, and to calculate the ion current distributi
over the surface. A description of and first results from t
code can be found in Ref. 19. A quasineutral particle-in-c
~PIC! approach has been adopted. The parallel ion sp
distribution in the absence of the probe is a shifted Maxw
ian. A constant perpendicular drift is imposed on all ion
Only the guiding center motion is resolved. Diffusion is re
resented by a random walk in the perpendicular directi
The parallel electric field is calculated from the local io
density gradient assuming quasineutrality. All ions that i
pinge upon the probe are neutralized and disappear from
system.

An important test of the code is to run with a unique
parallel drift velocity in order to compare with existing on
dimensional ~1D! Mach probe models. In Fig. 2 th
upstream-to-downstream current ratio is plotted against
parallel Mach number. The 2D PIC code agrees with the
fluid model of Hutchinson,21 and the 1D kinetic model o
Chung,22 both of which include anomalous shear viscosi
but not with Stangeby’s 1D fluid model23 that does not. The
reason is due to our choice of the diffusion mechanism: I
easy to show, following the arguments of Braginskii,24 that
the ratio of momentum diffusivity to particle diffusivity is
exactly unity if the random walk step size is independent
the parallel speed, and if the parallel speed is unmodified
the diffusion process. Simultaneous measurements of par
Mach number using laser-induced fluorescence~LIF! and a
Mach probe25 seem to favor the viscous models. The coh

FIG. 1. On the left is a schematic of a 12-pin Gundestrup probe and on
right, a 2-plate rotatable Mach probe.
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ency of the results including uniquely parallel drift lend co
fidence to the following analysis of the effect of finite pe
pendicular drift.

Figure 3 shows the PIC result for Mach numbersM i

50.4 andM'50.3. The flow streamlines are bent towar
the probe in regions of strong density gradient near the ed
of the wake. Parallel profiles of ion density, temperature, a
parallel Mach number are shown in Fig. 4 for magnetic fie
lines passing just below, through the middle of, and j
above the probe. The density is lower on the downstre
side, as expected. The kinetic temperature in the presh
drops substantially towards the probe surface, contrary to
isothermal assumption adopted in fluid models. The curi
heating on the top side of the probe is a kinetic effect cau
by the intersection of two populations of fast ions with o
posing velocities; those ions are accelerated in the upstr
and downstream presheaths, but their trajectories narro
miss the probe surface and continue upward. The para
Mach number is invariably unity at the upstream and dow
stream faces having 90° magnetic field line incidence, in
pendent of the perpendicular Mach number. We delay
tailed analysis of the angular dependence of the ion cur
until after the description of the 1D fluid model in the ne
section.

he

FIG. 2. Upstream-to-downstream ion saturation current ratio vs para
Mach number. The full circles are the 2D kinetic results of Gunn. The so
line is the 1D kinetic model of Chung. The dashed line is the 1D fluid mo
of Hutchinson. The dotted line is the 1D fluid model of Stangeby. The o
circles are the experimental LIF measurements of Poirier.

FIG. 3. Ion density distribution around a cylindrical probe in a magnetiz
plasma with flow Mach numbersM i50.4 andM'50.3. The flow stream-
lines are superimposed.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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III. FLUID MODEL

Van Goubergen20 recently extended the 1D fluid mode
of Hutchinson21 to include a finite perpendicular drift. Th
model equations are characterized by a singularity that de
mines the maximum parallel speed in the presheath; the
gularity is assumed to occur at the magnetic presheath e
~MPSE!:

M i ,MPSE5
M'

tan a
11.

This is the so-called ‘‘intuitive’’ or Bohm–Chodura bound
ary condition~B.–C. b.c.!26 derived for the first time in a
rigorous way from the transport equations. The B.–C. b
predicts that the parallel speed adapts itself in the presenc
a perpendicular drift such that the normal projection of
total flow at the MPSE equalscS sina wherea is the angle
between the surface and the magnetic field.

The important quantity for diagnostic applications is t
MPSE ion flux. Since the fluid model is isothermal, t
sheath edge densitynMPSE can also be used. Empirical fits t
the numerical solution of the fluid model give

nMPSE5exp@cup/down~6uM i ,`u7uM'ucot a!21.05#,

where the sign depends on whether the probe is looking
stream or downstream. The constant is well fitted by
expression

cup/down5110.14 exp~M i ,`/0.862!.

When the flow is null, nMPSE50.35 in agreement with
Hutchinson.21

FIG. 4. Plasma parameters on field lines~a! just below, ~b! through the
middle of, and~c! just above the probe. The profiles of density~top panel!,
temperature~middle panel!, and parallel Mach number~bottom panel! are
shown.
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The predicted angular distribution of ion current agre
very well with theGUNDY code except in the angular rang
where the model is known to break down~Fig. 5!. The Van
Goubergen model is limited to certain combinations of pro
angle and flow speed. This is because the fluid bound
condition imposes sonic flow at the MPSE. If the norm
projection of the perpendicular drift is large and towards
surface, then the B.–C. b.c. forces the parallel flow to dim
ish or even reverse. In the fluid model, the parallel spee
the MPSE must exceed the external Mach number beca
otherwise the density would increase unphysically towa
the probe. The kinetic results show no evidence of singul
ties ~Fig. 6!. Rather, the bottom edge of the probe simp
collects the incoming thermal ion flux, and the plasma n
the surface is unperturbed. Notice that in the angular ra
where the fluid model breaks down, that the calculated
netic ion flux is exactly equal to the ballistic thermal flu
This behavior can be explained with simple intuitive arg
ments as follows. Since all ions have the same perpendic
drift, we can consider the 2D spatial domain as a collect
of 1D reference frames oriented parallel to the magne

FIG. 5. Theoretical normally-directed ion current density onto an inclin
surface as a function of angle. The thick curve is theGUNDY prediction, the
dashed curve is the 1D fluid model of Van Goubergen, and the thin curv
the unidirectional thermal flux in the absence of electric fields. These
predictions for flow Mach numbersM i50.4 andM'50.3.

FIG. 6. Parallel Mach number at the MPSE around the probe. The full cu
is imposed by the B.–C. b.c., and the points are from theGUNDY code. The
dashed line shows the external parallel Mach number far from the prob
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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1998 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Gunn et al.
field, drifting upwards towards the probe. The perpendicu
coordinate is equivalent to time by the transformationx'

5V't. Assuming that the drift is large compared to a
other cross field transport mechanism, the 1D plasma ha
information about the existence of the probe until the fi
contact with the bottom edge. The sudden appearance
particle sink in the local reference frame causes a den
depression to propagate into the plasma at roughly the so
speed. It takes a short but finite time for the presheath po
tial drop to be established, and then, at a constant rate
slowest receding ions are overtaken by the perturbation fr
decelerated, reversed, and finally drawn back to the prob
the quasineutral electric field. The perturbation front cor
sponds to the leading edge of the wake in the 2D picture
Fig. 3. The expanding presheath has a self-similar struct
the current will remain constant as long as the probe
present in the system, or, equivalently, the plasma par
eters are constant along the probe surface in 2D space.
the constant, additional flux of reversed ions that increa
the probe current above the thermal Maxwellian value. T
conceptual picture is confirmed by PIC simulations of a
Mach probe oriented at 90° to the magnetic field~Fig. 7!.
The ion flux onto the leading edge is almost exactly equa
the Maxwellian thermal flux, but it rapidly attains a larg
value due to the action of the presheath potential drop. F
ther corroboration comes from measurements of the ion
onto a biased divertor plate in Tokamak de Varennes wh
gave qualitative indications that the B.–C. b.c. could
oversatisfied in the presence of a strong radial electric fiel27

IV. MEASUREMENTS IN THE CASTOR TOKAMAK

CASTOR is a tokamak with a circular plasma cross s
tion. The principal parameters are major radiusRmaj540 cm,
minor radiusamin58.5 cm, toroidal magnetic fieldBT51.0
T, plasma currentI P525 kA, and lower hybrid heating
power 50 kW. A movable biasing electrode is used to ta
the edge radial electric fields, modify turbulence, and con
edge flows.28 In this section we will compare experiment

FIG. 7. Parallel current density onto a flat plate oriented at 90° with res
to the magnetic field. The plasma has flow Mach numbersM i50 andM'

50.5. The current is normalized by the Maxwellian thermal value.
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polar diagrams of ion saturation current obtained from a
cently installed rotatable Mach probe with the theoreti
predictions.

The GUNDY code has been adapted to simulate
CASTOR probe geometry. Rather than a cylindrical probe~a
circular boundary in the 2D plane!, two flat collectors sepa-
rated by an insulator have been simulated. The disadvan
of this model is that the code must be run for several ang
in order to construct the polar diagram of ion current. In F
8 we compare the ion current density collected by a cy
drical probe with that collected by the flat probe for paral
Mach numberM i50.4 and perpendicular Mach numbe
M'50.3. It turns out that the flat plates collect exactly t
same current density as a small surface element of a cy
drical probe for equal magnetic field angles, meaning that
cylindrical simulation results can be directly applied to t
CASTOR probe geometry. In Fig. 8 one notices the us
disappearance of ion flux on top of the probe due to the
that simulation ions only have upward-going trajectorie
Real experimental data contradicts this prediction. In Fig
is shown the ion current ratio measured by the parallel pla
of the CASTOR rotatable Mach probe. The Van Gouberg
model gives a good fit to within630° of grazing magnetic
field incidence. The correspondingGUNDY polar diagram is
compared with the data in Fig. 10. There seems to be ex
current on both the top and bottom of the probe that can

ct

FIG. 8. Polar distribution of current calculated for a cylindrical probe~full
curve! and a rotating Mach probe~points! for flow Mach numbersM i

50.4 andM'50.3.

FIG. 9. The best fit of the Van Goubergen model to the measured cur
ratio in CASTOR. Points within 30° of tangency were excluded. The bes
gives flow Mach numbersM'50.5 andM i50.17.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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1999Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Edge flow measurements with Gundestrup probes
be fitted by the models. The excess current has been em
cally parametrized, highlighting the need to include an ad
tional cross-field transport term for grazing magnetic fie
angles.15

The model assumptions represent an asymptotic par
eter regime that does not correspond to experimental rea
The models treat an infinite, uniform plasma with an in
nitely high magnetic field and density such that the Larm
radiusr L and Debye lengthlD are infinitely smaller than the
cross-field dimensiona of the probe:

r L

a
,
lD

a
→0.

Work has begun to quantify the perpendicular ion tra
port to the top and bottom of the probe by improving t
GUNDY code. The first step consists of allowing for fini
Larmor radii. This is done by adding a sinusoidally varyi
perpendicular velocity to all ions. The amplitudes are cho
randomly to produce a Maxwellian distribution of Larm
radii. For now collisions are not included, so the ions’ ma
netic moments remain constant during the ion lifetime in
simulation region. The newGUNDY code was run with the
fitted flow speed of Fig. 9. One run was done with ra
r L /a50 and a second withr L /a50.5. The current is in-
creased on the top and bottom of the probe~Fig. 11!, but is
unchanged on the left and right sides. The magnitude of
additional current is identical on the top and bottom desp
the large perpendicular drift speed. We do not yet know
this is a general result; simulations at other drift speeds
needed. In any case, it is apparent that the extra current c
be due to finite Larmor radius effects. The magnitude of
effect, as well as the angular extent of it, will certainly d
pend directly on the degree of magnetization of the ions29

V. SENSITIVITY TO MISALIGNMENT

To correctly separate the perpendicular from the para
flow requires very accurate measurement of the angle
tween the rotating Mach probe and the magnetic field.
can anticipate the effect of misalignment analytically us

FIG. 10. CalculatedGUNDY code polar diagram~dashed curve! correspond-
ing to the fitted Mach numbers of the previous figure. The data are the
full curve. In general, it is not possible to fit the entire angular range with
models. There seems to be excess ion current collected by the top
bottom of the probe.
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the Van Goubergen model. The upstream-to-downstre
current ratio as a function of magnetic field angle is given

1

c
ln R5M i2M'cot a,

whereR is the current ratio,a is the true angle, andc is a
constant given by the model

c52@110.14 cosh~M i/0.862!#.

A linear fit of the logarithm against the cotangent gives
rectly the components of the flow vector. If there is a sy
tematic errorDa of the angular reference, then the appare
characteristic becomes

1

c
ln R5M i82M'8 cota8,

where the primes denote the falsely deduced values anda8
5a1Da. One hopes thatDa is small compared toa
'p/2 so that

in
e
nd
FIG. 11. A comparison ofGUNDY ion current calculations with~dotted
curve! and without ~full curve! a finite Larmor radius. The difference i
plotted in gray.

FIG. 12. The effect of an angular misalignment is to shift the experime
cotangent curve horizontally. The fitted parallel Mach number will chan
because it is obtained from the intersection of the curve witha590°,
whereas the perpendicular Mach number is unchanged because it is de
from the slope.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2000 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Gunn et al.
cot~a1Da!'cot a2tan Da,

yielding

1

c
ln R'M i81M'8 Da2M'8 cot a8.

By equivalence with the correct expression, we find

M'8 'M'

and

M i8'M i2M'Du.

The perpendicular speed is not sensitive to misalignm
whereas the parallel speed can be affected if the perpend
lar speed is high enough. This is because an angular
displaces the cotangent curve along the horizontal axis~see
the illustration in Fig. 12!. In Fig. 13 we show the result o
varying the orientation of an experimental current distrib
tion ~CASTOR shot 9825! with respect to the magnetic field
The fitted perpendicular speed is not as sensitive to misal
ment as is the parallel speed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Fluid and kinetic models give similar predictions for io
current collection by inclined, planar collectors~whether
they be rotatable plates or surface elements of a round pr!
in the angular range for which the model assumptions
valid. The Bohm–Chodura criterion plays a preponder
role in the fluid model, but supersonic, kinetic effects c
occur under some conditions. To quantify the departure fr
purely guiding center collection to more complicated 2D c
lection mechanisms will require extensive kinetic simu
tions. For now, providing the magnetization is not too lo
(r L /a,0.5), one can pragmatically eliminate magnetic fie
angles within630° of grazing incidence and suppose th
the remaining polar diagram can be reliably fitted by t
existing models. To firmly validate this experimental tec

FIG. 13. Fitted Mach numbers obtained for different angular shifts of
polar diagram. The perpendicular Mach number is not much affected,
the parallel Mach number is.
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nique, a dedicated experiment is needed in which indep
dent spectroscopic measurements of parallel and perpen
lar flow are made simultaneously with probe measureme
Preferably, the experiment should be carried out in an ap
ratus with biasing capability so that the flows can be ext
nally controlled. When building a multipin Gundestru
probe, we recommend minimizing the gap width between
and housing, and measuring very accurately each pin an
The precision of the flow measurement is limited by t
uncertainty of the effective collecting area of the pins.
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